
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

VolumeVolumeVolumeVolume    Vs RG7 BlackVs RG7 BlackVs RG7 BlackVs RG7 Black    

26262626////1111/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Laura Callaways (RG7 Black) 

POM: Katie Antcliffe (Volume) 

  

Volume welcomed back their GS Emma Poole for her first game since having a baby and got off to 

a flying start scoring the first 4 goals. RG responded with some fast on court play especially from 

C Suzie Maroof who pushed the ball to the circle allowing their shooters to find their feet and 

convert their chances. RG took advantage of some passing errors from Volume and took control 

with the quarter ending 9 goals to 8 in their favour 

 

Volume started to settle at the beginning of Q2, taking time with their passing and keeping 

possession. RG kept up the pace throughout Q2 with some great space and feeding from WA 

Laura Milne to their borrowed GA. Lots of shooter to shooter passing from Volume allowed them 

to get closer to the post managing to score 13 to RGs 6 and the quarter ended 21-15 to Volume 

 

Volume came out fighting in Q3 determined to increase the gap. Their defence really put on the 

pressure and some fantastic interceptions from player of the match GK Katie Antcliffe allowed 

them to turn a few centres and keep RGs goals to a minimum scoring 15 to RGs 4. Q3 ended 36-

19 to Volume  

 

An even final quarter with RG continuing to fight scoring 15 to Volumes 16. Player of the match 

GD/GK Laura Callaways tight marking might made it difficult for Volume to pass into the circle 

and she capitalised on some missed shots sending the ball back up court. RGs GS Morag Bell 

scored a number of fantastic long range shots but it wasn’t enough to make up the gap from Q3. 

An enjoyable and friendly game ending with a volume win 52-34 

    

Final Score:Final Score:Final Score:Final Score:    Volume Volume Volume Volume 55552222    ––––    RG7RG7RG7RG7    Black 34Black 34Black 34Black 34    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

RG7 Black Vs Business MovesRG7 Black Vs Business MovesRG7 Black Vs Business MovesRG7 Black Vs Business Moves    

12121212////1/2019 1/2019 1/2019 1/2019     

POM: Sandra Fulford (Business Moves) 

POM: Leanne Hammond (RG7 Black) 

  

RG7 Black got off to a steady start and settled in the first quarter quicker than business moves, 

who had borrowed two players for this first match back after the Christmas break. It remained a 

closely fought 15 minutes though with RG7 taking the narrow lead of 10-7 at the end of the first 

quarter, with some excellent shooting by Hammond (GA) and Wilkinson (GS) and defending at 

both ends of the court. This set the tone for what planned out to be a close encounter between 

the two sides. 

Business Moves upped their tempo in the second quarter and had a steady flow of goals with 

both shooters finding the target and some clean interceptions by their GK, Sandra Fulford, who 

made it difficult for RG7 to feed the ball in and claiming any rebounds. The half time score stood 

at 19-17 to them, taking over the lead. 

The third and fourth quarters continued to be just as close and well fought, with Business Moves 

stretching their lead to six at one point, but RG7 not giving up and bringing it back to a draw with 

some great team spirit and determination. Some lovely netball and continued effort by every 

player on both teams until the end meant there was a tense final few minutes, which saw 

Business Moves score a final goal to win the match 41-40.  

 

A friendly and close fought match throughout, with Players of the match going to GA Leanne 

Hammond for RG7 Black and GK Sandra Fulford for Business Moves.    

    

Final Score:Final Score:Final Score:Final Score:    RG7 Black 40 RG7 Black 40 RG7 Black 40 RG7 Black 40 ––––    Business Moves 41Business Moves 41Business Moves 41Business Moves 41    

        



    

MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Tadley Vs RG7 BlackTadley Vs RG7 BlackTadley Vs RG7 BlackTadley Vs RG7 Black    

8888////12121212/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: Jess Alexander (Tadley) 

POM: L Callaway (RG7 Black) 

  

Tadley started off the game with some quick passes between the attack and some great talking 

from Lee Heaver at GK. RG7 responded quickly with tight defence from (WD) J Hodgson, marking 

around the circle. Windy conditions made shooting a little trickier but all shooters in both teams 

were on their toes ready for rebounds. The quarter ended RG7 19 - Tadley 22. 

Q2: RG7 GD L Hunt watched the game well and picked up loose balls as well as putting pressure 

on the Tadley shooters in the circle. Great movement from RG7 (GA) A Palmer meant that ground 

was gained in the circle and RG7 started to pull ahead. Interceptions from Tadley GD Nicki Archer 

and WD Lauren Veitch, as well as their support up the court aided Tadley to pull the score back 

and went ahead by one. Interceptions from GA Lou Leach and good shooting from GS Rachel 

Cross meant that Tadley’s lead was kept. RG7 tried to use some of Tadley’s errors to their 

advantage with RG7 WA L Hammond picking up on loose balls. Quarter ended RG7 19- Tadley 22. 

 

Q3 Tadley started determined with a 2 goal lead. But RG7 also come out fighting.  

It took a while for Tadley to score due to great defence from RG7 and their goals being 

successful. But once they did it was goal for goal. 

Great nail biter throughout and but Tadley although late with the wind up found their flow and 

took the lead to 32-26. RG7 continue to fight for every ball with their defence getting great 

rebounds. 

Q4 again took Tadley a while to get back into the flow with RG7 turning over 3 centre passes, 

however once Tadley warmed up they then started to pull it back turning over the conceded 3 at 

the start.  

Both teams continued to fight for the ball with numerous interceptions and turnovers from both 

sides meant it was anyone’s game still. 

An amazingly tense final 3 minutes where RG7 came back and ended up matching goal for goal 

with a well deserved 39-39    

    



Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Tadley 39 Tadley 39 Tadley 39 Tadley 39 ––––    RG7 Black 39RG7 Black 39RG7 Black 39RG7 Black 39    

MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

TRBL TRBL TRBL TRBL Vs Vs Vs Vs RG7 BlackRG7 BlackRG7 BlackRG7 Black    

3333////11111111/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: Donna Hancock (TRBL) 

POM: Laura Callaway (RG Blacks) 

  

On a sunny November morning, RG7 Black unfortunately started two goals down due to the late 

arrival of their umpire. They then struggled to settle in the first quarter, only scoring two goals. 

Tilehurst, on the other hand, got off to a flying start and maximised some of RG7’s mistakes, 

dominating the first quarter with some good feeds into the circle and some accurate shooting 

from GS Lorraine Hancock and GA Natalie Tucker to lead 19-2 at the break. 

 

The second quarter was a more even 15 minutes with RG7 bringing on a new WA, Carla 

Humphries, and their previous WA, Charlotte Ellis, moving to GA. They fought hard to keep up 

with up with Tilehurst’s quick pace and fluid play to only trail in this quarter by 3 goals (12-9), 

after making some good interceptions and more accurate passing to keep the pressure on. This 

left the score at half time as 31-11. 

 

Both teams made some changes at half time. Tilehurst stepped up another gear in the third and 

fourth quarters with some excellent interceptions by Sophie Lightowers and Donna Hancock 

(Tilehurst POM) and their new shooting pair of Nikki Coleman and Natalie Tucker worked 

exceptionally well together. Despite the continued effort and positivity by all of the RG7 players 

and the defenders of Laura Hunt and Laura Callaway (RG7 POM) making some good tips, they 

struggled to make any significant impact on the score. Tilehurst were too strong for their 

opponents and sealed a comfortable win with the final score standing at 69-22.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: TRBL 69TRBL 69TRBL 69TRBL 69        ––––    RG7 Black 22RG7 Black 22RG7 Black 22RG7 Black 22    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Volume Volume Volume Volume Vs Vs Vs Vs RG7 BlackRG7 BlackRG7 BlackRG7 Black    

11115555/09/201/09/201/09/201/09/2018888    

POM: E. Craig (Volume) 

POM: Charlotte Ellis (RG Blacks) 

  

Volume faced off against RG Blacks for the first game of the season on a surprisingly sunny 

Saturday this week. 

Both teams started well, with excellent court play from both sides and the quarter ended in a 

fairly evenly matched 11-10. Volume leading by 1 

 

Play continued with RG Blacks defence making some key turn overs and maintaining their centres 

to pull back the quarter and lead 21-20 

 

Volume came back in the third quarter with excellent feeding into the circle and fantastic 

shooting from their best player E. Craig. Ending the quarter ahead 34-26 

 

Undeterred RG Blacks didn’t hold anything back until he 4th and final quarter with their best 

player Charlotte Ellis making space and hitting her mark on her shots. RG winning the quarter but 

not the game. Final score: Volume 41- RG Blacks 36. Well played by all. 

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: VolumeVolumeVolumeVolume    41414141    ––––    RG7 Black 36RG7 Black 36RG7 Black 36RG7 Black 36    

    

 

 


